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We originated in The Infinite. Since our imprisoning here we all miss
Infinite Love and energies of the Infinite. I tried to restore the right
balance bringing these initiations and energies that could make us
stronger and facing this abomination dictatorship of selfishness and
chaotic self-consumption. Sokaisi energies are meant to unchain yourself
from the reptilian slavery and their matrix where every aspect of your
existence is heavy programmed and manipulated. It’s not that easy to
escape the reptilian matrix, especially being imprisoned here. But not
that impossible.
Your True Spirit remains unaltered until your decision could go on other
direction. You are the only one in control! Reptilians, through their
controlling dementia, convinced many pure spirits to do bad choices.
They worked thousands years to imprison your thinking and your spirit,
but hey never succeeded in forcing you to do anything. It’s just your
decision that comes last, but through lies and delusions they can make
it be against you.
The good news is that not anyone on this planet is completely enslaved,
and we come in numbers on a rescue mission for our kind. And we
succeeded until now. Now we are on the verge of reptilian total
collapse. We already managed to fought reptilians on other places and
we will also do it here, in this final hour.
Planet Earth is a scenario set by alien controllers where everything is
crafted by their own standards. Domination, obsession for control and
perpetration, are reptilian traits that you can find anywhere in this
world. Humans are induced to believe as they are the superior beings,
top of the food chain, that have every right to the species below. It is a
reptilian mentality that corresponds to the actual chain of command:
humans are below reptilians and therefore their control over humans
they are considering legit! And they imposed the system of control that
makes you feel legitimate in consuming below your species, and
arrogance that nothing is above, except God (which by the way it is a
high rank reptilian entity that coordinates the Earth reptilian controllers.

Is a planetary scale lie and most of those manifesting here was ceased
their own control and becomes reptilians agents. They are constantly
used and consumed for reptilian needs - a slavery that is called matrix,
and no one can escape, due the complexity of programmings.

That was until we arrived here, and rescued our kind.

Now darkness faces a very dark challenge: the resources are terribly
scarce and the whole thing is heading to collapse. Because the last pure
Spirits was evacuated and the Infinite Creator stopped the expansion of
evil. In other words, is a closed system that will last as long as it spend
the last drop of energy.
All Sokaisi initiations are protecting you as a shield on this terrible
battlefield. Maybe some of you have sensed that Sokaisi energies might
fade away easily. This is the matrix multiple programming that affect us
in this dimension, and our capacity to sustain higher energies. The
human manifestation was created as a confinement for the True Spirit,
in order to being manipulated by the controllers. We are all sensing the
limitations, and tried to managed them at some point.
The Infinite Unity initiation is overriding these limitations. It is the
element that bound together all the previous Sokaisi initiations and
disengage the reptilian control system imposed on humans, to a level
that will be completely obsolete. It is an initiation that will change your
spiritual and energetic systems in order to get rid of all the imposed
elements of control. You will connect freely and more intimate with The
Infinite and the matters of human being will be ones that you will decide
yourself.
Your energy levels would be escalated to a level that reptilian matrix
would be less and less capable of control and your energy patterns
would function to a different level, until no control could affect them.
Humans in this matrix never experienced an energetic freedom of this
scale.
This is a living initiation and it will work on multiple levels of your
darkness programming until you will be set free from all the harmful
aspects of the alien conditioning. The process will take place gradually

and will last 1-2 months, time that it will be necessary to overwrite all
the matrix programming. In could be longer in some cases, but it will
definitely adapt and acts whenever is needed anytime in the future. You
will be healthier, energetic and pure, a status that will protect you from
further programming.
This initiation I will do myself and it will require a small donation of
yours. Those that would be eligible of receiving are my people and
won’t be bothered by that. The rest can’t receive it and either way won’t
matter. You can place an inquiry on the contact section and I will
instruct you. Infinite Unity initiation will require the Sokaisi initiations to
be completed until The Infinite level, in order that all these initiations
will get at work together.

Now you’ll be freed from matrix.
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